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Vanuatu           

- South Pacific, north-east of 
Australia

- around 135 languages

- Austronesian  > Oceanic 
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Articles in Vanuatu
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North-Vanuatu languages

● Ref:

● Torres-Banks
17 languages 

● Maewo, Ambae 
3 languages

● North-Santo    
1 language

François, Touati 2015
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North-Vanuatu languages (2)
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 Languages of Maewo and Ambae

● Lolovoli (Ambae, Hyslop 2001) :

● Sungwadia (Maewo, Henri 2011)

subject 
NPs

object   
NPs

oblique 
NPs

predicate 
NPs

a → Ø na na a → Ø

subject 
NPs

object   
NPs

oblique 
NPs

predicate NPs

a / Ø na= (n?)a=
a= (equative)

Ø 

irana=   na= na= irana=

sg

pl
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Sungwadia: the object article

●  obligatory, no number distinction,
●  “referential” article (Becker forth.):
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Sungwadia: the oblique article
● obligatory for definite, specific

● optional for non specific
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Sungwadia: the article in predicative 
NPS

● optional for nominal predication (= non referential)

● obligatory for equative constructions (= referential)
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Sungwadia: the subject article (sg)

● used ONLY when the noun isn’t determined by 
anything else (demonstrative, possessive, numeral, 
relative clause) :
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Sungwadia: the subject article (pl)

● Plural article is obligatory for subject NPs
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Referent types for each function

subject object oblique predicate

definite  /
irana=

na= (sg and pl) a= (sg and pl) a=

specific a= or Ø
irana=

na= (sg and pl) a= (sg and pl) ?

non specific a= 
irana=

na= (sg and pl)  a or Ø (sg and pl?)  ?
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Na and a

● Are these exponents of the same article?
● hypothesis: n- is a case marker
● But:

+ Plural article form “irana”

→  “external sandhi”?
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Let’s take a look at languages 
further north

● 17 languages of Torres and Banks (François 2006) 
and Sakao (Espiritu Santo, Touati 2014)

● almost always reflexes of *na
– exception: Olrat (no article)

– exceptions: 6 languages that specialized the nV article for 
possessive constructions and created a new form 
(structurally equivalent as nV elsewhere)

– sakao (north Santo) has an alternance between a vowel 
copy  ( reflex of *a) and n- (reflex of *na) depending on the 
first sound of the noun (respectively consonant or vowel)

● “well-behaved” articles (ex. from mwerlap)
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Articles in Torres-Banks and Sakao)

languages article

Vurës na        ɔ

Mwesen ɔ

Mota na       o

Nume na-    u

Doriug na     ɔ

Koro na    ɔ

Lakon ( )nɪ

Mwerlap nV-

Sakao V- / n-

languages article

Hiu nə

Lo-Toga nə

Lehali n-

Lehalurup n(V)-

Volow n(V)-

Mwotlap nV-

Lermerig n-

Vera’a ( )nɪ

Olrat Ø

François (2006), Touati (2014)
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Nouns without an article
● when non referential

● after some prepositions
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Nouns without an article

● Head modifier
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Nouns need an article to...

● be head of an actancial or predicative NP 
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Compatibilities

- compatible with demonstratives, numerals, possessive 
structures (can be omitted in the last one)…
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Referent types

 - They all seem to be « referential articles » (Becker 
(forth.)) :
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“Transfering” and referentiality

● François (2006) says:
“ the article is required whenever the noun is syntactically the 
head of an autonomous constituent, whether a verb's 
argument, a noun predicate, etc. Semantically, the function of 
this article consists in embodying the noun's quality into a 
discrete, specific referent (…) Common-noun articles may be 
described as a device used to transform qualifying noun 
phrases (...) into referential noun phrases.”

● cf. the concept of “translation” by Tesnières.
● the article allows the noun to access functions it 

couldn’t access by itself.
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But even in Torres and Banks 
languages...

● … some languages are not perfectly consistent 
in this pattern.

● 5 languages seem to optionally drop the article 
(François 2006). Mwerlap does it for subjects:
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Generalisation

● for Torres-Banks languages, Sakao, and 
Maewo/Ambae languages (except for singular 
subject), the article is: 

● semantically a referentialiser, that transfers 
nouns from quality entities to referential entities

● syntactically a “translateur” (transfering device) 
that allows the nouns to be the head of a NP
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What about subject articles?

● Subjects article for Sungwadia, Lolovoli and five northern 
languages show “aberrant” behaviour.

→ The subject article is the first one to decline because of 
semantic reasons.

● For subjects in Maewo and Ambae languages at least, nouns 
still have to go through referentialisation and syntactic “transfer”, 
but other determiners are enough to do that, and they’re more 
informative, semantically.

● Subjects have to be topics, they’re usually high on the animacy 
scale, [+] control, etc..

● they need to be referential and identified as such
● and more to the point, the hearer needs to know quite precisely 

about the referent type.
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What about subjects articles?
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Conclusions

● Is it possible to propose a unique syntactic definition for 
articles in North Vanuatu
– mitigated answer

– transfer + referentialisation (expected..)

– not much!

● good example of why it’s difficult to give a crosslinguistic 
description/definition of articles: too many interferences 
(pragmatic, semantic,syntactic, even morpho-
phonological)

● also a good example of conflicting pressures on articles 
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Conclusions

● But what’s interesting here is that 
– in more than half the languages, and historically 

probably, the transfer was operated at the level of 
articles. Other categories were just modifiers, 
operating on a semantic level.

– in a few languages, we can the transfering 
operation being shifted to determiners as a class 
(previously not relevant). And in the same time, 
article have started to show different referent types 
for different functions. They loose ground on 
syntactic level, but they’re gaining semantic weight.
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Veren nu lap!
Wiwia min kamu!
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